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An elastoplastic phase-field model, described in Part I, was applied to bulk materials containing flaws
such as sharp cracks and blunt notches. An additional set of long range order parameters, namely,
stress-free strains for flaws, was introduced. The nucleation and growth of hydrides near a void or a crack
were simulated by the proposed elastoplastic phase-field model. The effects of notch root radius, hydro-
gen concentration in solid solution, yield stress of the matrix and the level of externally applied stress on
hydride morphology around flaws were studied. It is demonstrated that parameters such as the distribu-
tion of the tensile stress component perpendicular to the hydride platelet normal may be closely moni-
tored during hydride growth near a flaw with or without externally applied stresses. Combined with a
fracture criterion and real experimental data, the model is capable of predicting the rate and morphology
of hydride precipitation, and crack initiation near flaws.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A majority of metals in the chemical periodic table can form
metal hydrides under different conditions. The presence of hy-
drides in metals may lead to a process of slow crack propagation
called delayed hydride cracking (DHC) [1–3]. In DHC, hydrogen
atoms in solid solution diffuse to high tensile stress regions such
as crack tips, and form hydrides if the concentration of hydrogen
is high enough. The hydrides at flaws may fracture under suitable
conditions and the crack will advance. Then the process of DHC
will repeat itself again. Modeling of DHC is challenging, not only
because it involves three distinct phenomena, i.e., hydrogen diffu-
sion, hydride phase transformation and fracture, but also because
in realistic situations, it depends on factors such as materials
geometry, hydrogen content, thermal and mechanical history,
and microstructure. The theoretical framework developed in Part
I of this study [4] makes it possible to include all these phenom-
ena and factors into consideration. In the past, theoretical model-
ing and experimental study of DHC initiation were usually done
separately for three types of initiation sites, (i) a sharp crack;
(ii) a blunt notch, and (iii) a nominally smooth surface. Criteria
for DHC initiation at these three sites were different. For a sharp
crack, a critical threshold stress intensity factor had been used
[5], while for a blunt notch or a smooth surface, either the max-
ll rights reserved.
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imum tensile stress at the notch [6] or a remotely applied tensile
stress was used, respectively. With the proposed elastoplastic
phase-field model, it is feasible to study and predict DHC initia-
tion under one theoretical framework. No matter whether the
fracture criterion is a critical stress intensity factor, or a critical
stress component, or a critical displacement, or a critical strain
component, or a critical energy release rate, the proposed elasto-
plastic phase-field model can handle all these parameters with
ease because most of these parameters are actually evaluated
for any location at every time step within the concerned speci-
men during the theoretical calculation. Since DHC initiation at
sharp cracks and blunt notches are, by far, the most important
in safety assessment, the Part II of this study will focus on these
two cases.
2. The elastoplastic phase-field model for specimens with flaws

The theoretical framework developed in Part I for smooth spec-
imens without flaws is not adequate for specimens with flaws such
as voids, notches and cracks. Special treatments for regions of flaws
are required. It has been demonstrated [7] that an equivalent
description can be made of the strain energy of an anisotropic dis-
continuous body with cracks under applied stress by an anisotropic
continuous noncracked body of the same macroscopic size and
shape, but with additional heterogeneous misfit stress-free strains
inside the flaws. Denoting such additional stress-free strains as
edef

ij ðr; tÞ, one can re-write the total eigenstrain of the system as
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Fig. 1. A schematics for two circular hydride nuclei near to the tips of a central
crack.
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Fig. 2. The growth of hydride particles in elastic matrix and stress distribution around a c
at t� ¼ 5000; (c) hydride shape at t� ¼ 8000; (d) ryy at t� ¼ 8000.
The meanings of each term in (1a) were given in Part I. Since

rijðr; tÞ ¼ � oE
oe0

ij
ðr;tÞ where E is the total strain energy of the system,

we want to make sure that at the equilibrium state, stress compo-
nents inside flaws vanish. In other words, the following set of dy-
namic equations must be valid,

oedef
ij ðr; tÞ
ot ¼ �Kijkl

dE
dedef

kl ðr; tÞ
ðinside flawsÞ ð2Þ

where Kijkl is a kinetic coefficient which has no physical meaning. In
general, the total stress rij(r,t) is nonzero outside the voids and
cracks, but it vanishes inside them. Therefore, at the equilibrium
state, the flaw domains containing the misfit strains edef

ij ðr; tÞ can
be removed from the body without disturbing the strain and stress
distributions outside the domains.

The Eq. (2) shall be solved together with the other three sets of
dynamic equations given in Part I, namely,

ogpðr; tÞ
ot

¼ �Lp
dF

dgpðr; tÞ
þ fpðr;tÞ ð3Þ

ocðr; tÞ
ot

¼ Mr2 dF
dcðr; tÞ þ nðr;tÞ ð4Þ

and
oep

ijðrp; tÞ
ot

¼ �Nijkl
dEdis

dep
klðrp; tÞ

ð5Þ

Not like the Eq. (2), Eqs. (3)–(5) are valid only outside of flaws. If a
fracture criterion of hydrides is given, the theoretical framework
described above is able to predict DHC initiation at flaws. In stead
of Eq. (2), our early work had used a separate stress calculation
from another numerical package such as finite element method
[8]. The current work described in Part I and Part II does not re-
quire a separate solution. The stress/strain field was solved
through Eqs. (2) and (5) simultaneously with the phase-field Eqs.
entral crack without externally applied stress: (a) hydride shape at t� ¼ 5000; (b) ryy



Fig. 3. The stress distribution of ryy under externally applied stress: (a) rappl ¼ 100 MPa; (b) rappl ¼ 200 MPa.

Fig. 4. Variation of stress ryy along horizontal midline: (a) t� ¼ 5000 and
(b) t� ¼ 8000 without external stress applied; under an external applied stress of
(c) rappl ¼ 100 MPa and (d) rappl ¼ 200 MPa for t� ¼ 5000.
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(3) and (4) at each time increment. In fact, the total strain energy
E in Eq. (2) includes all the eigenstrains such as those for hydrides
and hydrogen interstitials. Therefore, the volume expansions by
hydride formation and hydrogen interstitials were automatically
taken into account, and the stress/strain redistribution due to hy-
dride formation and hydrogen interstitials were fully realized at
every time step.

It should be noted that we had solved Eqs. (2) and (5) together
to predict the plastic zone size and shape around a circular hole or
a sharp crack at equilibrium condition [9]. An excellent agreement
was obtained when compared with a finite element calculation.

3. Simulation results and discussion

The thermodynamic and mechanical parameters used in Part I
(such as A1–A7, elastic constants, yield stress, Poisson’s ratio and
so on) will be applied for specimens with flaws. If the temperature
is not kept at a constant level, the temperature dependence of
these parameters should be defined.

In the following simulations, a central hole or a central crack in
a 2-D specimen was chosen for analysis. This is due to the numer-
ical method (the semi-implicit Fourier-spectral algorithms) used
for solving dynamic equations. This numerical method can signifi-
cantly reduce the computation time by orders of magnitude with
excellent accuracy, but it requires periodic boundary conditions.
When the size of the central crack is small compared to the size
of the specimen, the difference in numerical solutions between a
half sided central crack and an edge crack on a free surface will
be small. One can use different numerical methods (such as
[10,11]) with more realistic boundary conditions, but the computa-
tional efficiency will be reduced significantly. At this stage, our
main task is to verify the soundness of the theoretical framework.

We first assume that the zirconium matrix can only deform elas-
tically and that the externally applied stress is zero. In order to inves-
tigate the interaction between a hydride and a crack, two hydride
nuclei were embedded near the two tips of a central crack and al-
lowed them to grow horizontally, as shown in Fig. 1. After 5000 time
steps of hydride growth, the two nuclei evolved into plate-like par-
ticles, and one end of the each hydride particle contacted with the
crack tip, see Fig. 2(a). The distribution of the stress component ryy

at this moment is shown in Fig. 2(b). If the simulation is continued,
these hydrides will grow longer in the direction far away from the
crack. Fig. 2(c) and (d) shows the size of hydrides and stress ryy at
8000 time steps, respectively. Because the external stress was not
applied, the stress ryy inside hydrides is compressive and a less com-
pressive for a longer hydride. If we stop the hydride growth at 5000
time steps and apply the external stress to 100 or 200 MPa, as seen in
Fig. 3, the stress ryy inside the hydrides near crack tips become less
compressive (Fig. 3(a)) and even tensile (Fig. 3(b)), meaning that
the hydrides become vulnerable to fracture. Fig. 4 shows the distri-
bution of ryy along the crack plane with or without externally ap-
plied stresses. One can see that the stress inside the hydride
increased significantly due to the externally applied stress. Under
the assumption of pure elastic deformation, the brittle hydrides
should be broken at crack tips under such a high tensile stress.

From Fig. 4, one can also find that the stress ryy in the metal ma-
trix was very high close to the hydride tips, therefore, plastic defor-
mation would occur in these regions. Based on the proposed
elastoplastic phase-field model given in Section 2, we repeated
the simulations presented earlier, and the growth of hydride parti-
cles and stress redistribution are shown in Figs. 5–7 at 7000 time
steps. As being expected, the plastic zones emerged around the
ends of plate-like hydride particles when the external stress was
not applied. Due to the plastic deformation, the peak stress inside
and outside of the hydrides was decreased significantly. However,
if the external stress was applied, the stress in hydride particles
near the crack tip became tensile, see Fig. 7 curves b and c. It
reached as high as 840 MPa when the externally applied stress
was increased to 200 MPa. Depending on the fracture criterion to
be used, such a high tensile stress may or may not cause crack ini-
tiation at these crack-tip hydrides.

The above simulations were done by placing hydride nuclei at
specific locations near a crack. One can also investigate the



Fig. 5. Without externally applied stress, (a) the plastic zone and (b) ryy resulted from the growth of hydride particles in elastoplastic matrix near to a central crack.

Fig. 6. Under an external stress of rappl ¼ 100 MPa: (a) the plastic zone and (b) ryy around the two hydride particles; under rappl ¼ 200 MPa: (c) the plastic zone and (d) ryy

around the two hydride particles.
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arbitrary nucleation and growth of hydride particles round a crack
or notch under externally applied stresses. To mimic a randomly
oriented polycrystalline zirconium with a fine grain structure, we
assume that the hydride platelets can grow along any direction.
A 2-D model with a central U-shaped hole is schematically shown
in Fig. 8. The length of the hole was L = 200 grids, the initial hydro-
gen concentration was set as c0 = 0.01, and a yield stress of
800 MPa for the matrix was applied. The effect of root radius of
the hole was investigated by comparing three numerical simula-
tions at three different notch radii, i.e., R = 50, 25, and 2 grids,
respectively. It should be mentioned that a real dimension of each
grid can be defined if all phenomenological parameters such as dif-
fusion coefficient were given. An example of phase-field simula-
tions with real dimensions for hydrogen embrittlement was
reported recently in [12], which was very time-consuming in com-
putation. In the current analysis, the externally applied stresses
(rappl) for three different notches were selected in such a way that
the maximum stress at notch tips was about 950 MPa before hy-
dride precipitation started. The morphologies of hydride precipita-
tion around these notches after 8000 time steps are shown in
Fig. 9. It is clear that for the same peak tensile stress, same hydro-
gen concentration in solid solution and same period of diffusion
time, the sharper the notch root radius is, the more focused hy-
dride precipitation would occur. In this situation, the amount of
hydride precipitation is dependent on the size of the area where
a high tensile stress is maintained. Hydride platelets were growing
normal to the notch root surfaces. The intention of Fig. 9 was
to compare the morphology of hydrides as a function of notch



Fig. 7. The variation of ryy along horizontal midline: (a) rappl ¼ 0 MPa; (b)
rappl ¼ 100 MPa and (c) rappl ¼ 200 MPa.

Fig. 8. Schematic configuration of a 2-D model with a central hole subjected to an
externally applied stress rappl.
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geometry. In the current case, initial hydrogen concentration in
solution, yield stress and peak stresses were fixed (same for all
notch geometry). Another way to check the hydride morphology
as a function of notch geometry is to fix the applied stress in sim-
ulations, and then the peak stresses will be vastly different, which
will mixes up the effects of geometry and peak stress as the peak
stress could be important for crack initiation.
Fig. 9. Hydride precipitation around a hole under an external stress applied horizonta
tensile stress at all notch tips = 950 MPa before hydride precipitation.
In another set of numerical simulations, the root radii of
notches were fixed at R = 50, and the externally applied stress
was set to 200 MPa, while the initial hydrogen concentration in so-
lid solution was selected to be c0 = 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively.
The simulation results of hydride precipitation are shown in
Fig. 10. With the decrease in hydrogen concentration, the hydride
precipitation became more and more difficult, resulting in a de-
crease in the amount of hydrides precipitation.

We now focus our study on hydrides near a crack tip. As shown
in Fig. 11, a central crack with the dimensions of 100 grids in
length and 4 grids in width was introduced and subjected to a hor-
izontally applied stress of rappl ¼ 200 MPa. To increase the effect of
plastic deformation, we assumed that the yield stress of zirconium
matrix was 540 MPa to mimic the unirridiated materials. The ini-
tial hydrogen concentration was set to be c0 = 0.1 at%. This concen-
tration is artificially high for the purpose of demonstrating the
capability of the model from a low density of hydrides to a very
high density of hydrides. Simulations with a low initial hydrogen
concentration can be easily done, while a little variation in hydride
density as a function of time will be seen. The morphology of hy-
dride precipitation was recorded after 5000, 10,000 and 25,000
time steps, respectively, see Fig. 11. Although the hydrides grow al-
most in the whole field, they are inclined to nucleate and grow in
the regions near the crack tips. Comparing with Fig. 10, we can see
that the evolution rate of hydrides was lower if the yield stress of
zirconium matrix decreases. Moreover, most hydrides are perpen-
dicular to the applied tensile stress. The model can monitor stress,
strain and other parameters at any location and at any time. Fig. 12
gives an example of the distribution of the stress rxx in a crack-tip
hydride. This hydride was indicated in Fig. 11 by letters I, II, and III
for three different moments in time. Due to the complicated hy-
dride morphologies and the interactions among hydrides, the
stress component rxx inside this hydride fluctuated. In the early
stage of growth, a few hydrides grew near the crack tip, and the
length of the hydrides was small. This hydride was subjected to
low tensile stress, even compressive stress, Fig. 12(a). When the
hydride grew longer, the average tensile stress inside this hydride
increased, see Fig. 12(b) and (c), which may result in crack initia-
tion at some location inside the hydride.

4. Conclusion

A general elastoplastic phase-field model was used to simulate
the nucleation and growth of hydride precipitates near a flaw in
zirconium. The effects of notch root radius, hydrogen concentra-
tion in solid solution, yield stress of the matrix and the level of
externally applied stress on hydride morphology around flaws
were studied. It is demonstrated that parameters such as the
distribution of the tensile stress component perpendicular to the
lly. (a) R = 50; (b) R = 25; (c) R = 2. c0 = 0.01, yield stress = 800 MPa, and maximum



Fig. 10. Hydride precipitation around a hole when R = 50, rappl ¼ 200 MPa, yield stress = 800 MPa, and t* = 9000. (a) c0 = 0.1; (b) c0 = 0.01; (c) c0 = 0.001.

Fig. 11. The morphologies of hydride precipitation around a crack subjected to an external stress rappl ¼ 200 MPa; c0 ¼ 0:1; yield stress = 540 MPa. (a) t� ¼ 5000;
(b) t� ¼ 10;000; (c) t� ¼ 25;000.

Fig. 12. The distribution of rxx along the hydride indicated by I, II and III in Fig. 11.
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hydride platelet normal may be closely monitored during hydride
growth near a flaw with or without externally applied stresses. The
results of the simulations are consistent with the general experi-
mental observations. Combined with a fracture criterion and real
experimental data (such as diffusion coefficient), the model is
capable of predicting the rate and morphology of hydride precipi-
tation, and crack initiation near flaws.
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